We present a detailed examination of the features of the Ac- tively. The second CME was especially fast, and caught up and interacted
Introduction
Space weather has attracted a lot of attention in recent times. Space weather research 
31
Ejections that cause strong disturbances with southward magnetic field in the interplan- However, storms related to high-speed streams from CHs cause larger flux enhancement 38 of MeV electrons of the Earth's Van Allen belt than the CME-associated storms do on 
94
The top panel of Figure 3 shows the SXR lightcurves obtained by GOES in the 1.0 - (about 4 days after the eruptions).
117 Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the AR in the Hα images (top panels) and bottom panels of Figure 4 ), we confirm that the magnetic field of these structure was
130
oriented from northwest to southeast, which means they had southward magnetic field.
131
About nine hours after this (Fig. 4c ), the sheared filamentary structure evolved to a large eruptions. We will discuss the flares and CMEs in more detail in §3. negative (that is black) polarity is the center of the EUV bright structure, and a radial 154 array of loops is formed. We also present schematic cartoons of the magnetic structure of 155 AR 10798 in Figure 6a and b.
156
The appearance is like a sea anemone, and this type of ARs is sometimes called in EUV, and we can conclude that NOAA 10798 was a typical anemone AR. In emerging,
167
the AR interacted (reconnected) with the ambient coronal field, and magnetic loops were 168 arranged radially with the following spot that has the negative magnetic polarity as the 169 center of the anemone structure. In Figure 5b the dark region surrounding the AR is a CH.
170
On 22 August, when the flares/CMEs in the matter occurred, the anemone appearance shows a schematic of the magnetic field during the flares. The sites of the flares were
The two flares were associated with disappearances of the Hα filaments, and Halo-type 
188
It is particularly notable that the CMEs were quite fast: CME1 and CME2 had speeds 
198
The interplanetary disturbance associated with the Halo-type CMEs can be followed by 199 using interplanetary scintillation (IPS). When we see a radio source through a highly tur-
200
bulent plasma associated with a CME traveling from the Sun, the radio source scintillates. 
Interplanetary Disturbance
Here, we investigate in more detail why a strong disturbance with a magnetic field of 225 about −50 nT arrived at Earth. As we mentioned above (see §4), CME2 probably caught 226 up with CME1, and therefore, disturbance is regarded as a merged product of CME1 and 227 CME2, although the interaction was not directly observed. though the measurement also have a uncertainty, it is more accurate than that by particle 241 measurement experiments, since the counts were not saturated. and concluded that the discontinuity is a shock. We call the discontinuity as the "second 260 shock", and the "first shock" is for the one observed at the beginning of the event as The extremely strong southward magnetic field, the unusual short duration of the FR 
281
The additional deceleration of CME2 also indicates that it interacted with slower CME1
282
and compressed the interplanetary medium there. 
Summary and Discussions
In order to make clear the importance of an AR that emerged in a CH to generate geo- strong compression of plasma were produced.
294
The CMEs were particularly geo-effective, and the minimum Dst index was −216 nT.
295
The reasons for the CMEs to be so geo-effective were the high speeds of the two CMEs
296
and their interaction as well as the CMEs traveled directly toward the earth. For the 297 current case, the speed of CME2 was faster and pushed the slower CME1, which led to a 298 unusual strong compression of the plasma at the front of CME2.
299
The high speeds of the CMEs are more notable. The AR was large and very complex, 10798 generated geo-effective CMEs, although it was quite close to the southwest limb. with the surrounding magnetic field. In this work we succeeded to follow in detail the 337 evolution of the AR and the large geomagnetic storm resulting from eruptions in the AR.
338
The reconstruction of the proposed scenario using numerical simulations will be attempted 339 in the future.
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